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EUROPEAN UNION-CHILE JOINT PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

Message from the European Union-Chilean National Congress Joint 
Parliamentary Committee to the European Union-Chile Summit

Madrid, 17 May 2010

Following on from the proceedings at its XIIth interparliamentary meeting, held in Seville 
(Spain) from 12 to 14 May 2010, the European Union-Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee, the 
parliamentary body created by the Association Agreement between the EU and Chile, is putting 
forward its proposals and suggestions for the main topics to be discussed at the EU-Chile 
Summit which will take place in Madrid on 17 May 2010.

The Joint Parliamentary Committee considers that there is a unique opportunity at this point in 
time to strengthen bilateral relations by adopting the Road Map for the Association for 
Development and Innovation within the framework of the current Association Agreement, and 
through a coordinated approach to climate change, triangular cooperation and regional 
integration. That being the case, it hereby submits the following proposals and recommendations 
to the EU-Chile Summit, one of the key bodies for political dialogue between both parties:

 Reiterates the importance of the Association Agreement between the European Union 
and Chile for the development and intensification of bilateral relations in the field of 
political dialogue, trade and cooperation, calling for its implementation to be continued 
and a fresh boost to be given to negotiations on the future developments clause and the 
revision clause; states that it is fully in favour of the European Council authorising 
negotiations on an air transport agreement between the European Union and Chile with a 
view to strengthening bilateral cooperation in all areas of aviation policy, and particularly
with regard to goods transport, taking due account of the mutual interests of both parties' 
operators and governments;

 Confirms its full support for the adoption of the Road Map for the Association for 
Development and Innovation as a tool for the Association Agreement with regional 
scope, giving priority to the areas of social cohesion and innovation and competitiveness 
as horizontal topics in the various projects carried out within this framework;

 Urges the governments to continue to strengthen triangular cooperation, whose potential
has not been fully exploited to date, even though it is provided for in the Association 
Agreement; recommends that triangular cooperation should be developed within the 
framework of the Association for Development and Innovation, particularly in areas such 
as modernisation of the state, social policies, education, public safety, innovation, 
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agriculture, health and the development of micro-enterprises and small and medium-sized 
enterprises;

 Calls on the governments to make use of the Association for Development and 
Innovation with a view to the gradual achievement of the Millennium Goals by the 
countries of Latin America, by adopting suitable coordination and cooperation measures;

 Calls on the governments to work towards the earliest possible ratification by the 
parliaments concerned of the Convention on the Conservation and Management of High 
Seas Fishery Resources in the South Pacific Ocean, in order to guarantee the 
conservation and preservation of fishery resources in the South Pacific region with a view 
to their sustainable exploitation;

 Calls on the governments of the European Union and Chile to step up their coordination 
and cooperation in international fora such as the UN and other international organisations 
with the aim of promoting peace, security, freedom, democracy, the rule of law, human 
rights and prosperity among our peoples, and to work towards reforming the UN to 
strengthen its capacity to face up to the challenges of the new millennium;

 Urges the governments to strengthen cooperation in the field of climate change with the 
aim of contributing towards the conclusion of a legally binding global agreement at the 
16th Session of the Conference of the Parties to the UN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change to be held in Mexico in December 2010; reiterates the importance of
plans for stabilising and reducing CO2 emissions, by encouraging, inter alia, the 
development of renewable energies;

 Calls on their respective governments to support, at the EU-LAC Summit which will take 
place on 18 May 2010, the establishment of the EUROLAC Foundation, as an instrument 
of the biregional strategic partnership aimed at promoting and strengthening its visibility, 
as well as the adoption of the Latin America Investment Facility as an international 
financing instrument designed to contribute, through the activities of the European 
Investment Bank, to infrastructure development in Latin America, territorial and regional 
integration and social cohesion in the region;

 Urges the representatives of their governments to facilitate attendance at the European 
Union-Chile Summit by the co-chairs of the Joint Parliamentary Committee, taking the 
view that their presence would help to enrich its work at parliamentary level. 

Signed in Seville, Spain, on 14 May 2010 
European Parliament Delegation to the 
EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary 
Committee

María Paloma Muñiz de Urquiza
Chair

Chilean National Congress Delegation 
to the EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary 
Committee 

Pablo Lorenzini
Chair
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